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Chapter 7: Supreme Chaotic Yuan Technique 

Su Yi, if you have any guts then come out! 

Kill Su Yi, remove the source of harm for the City of Man! 

Su Yi, dont be a tortoise hiding in your shell!! If you have the skills, come out and die! 

In front of the Su Estate main gate, the voices of people reverberated through the air. 
There were even the roars of the beasts which people rode, and the number of 
spectators rose with each passing moment. 

Mo Bu Fan, He San, Song Wu Qiu and the rest had brought the young masters of the 
entire city and were now angrily blocking the Su Familys doorstep. 

They waited at the city gate from early morning to late afternoon, wanting to block Su Yi 
from entering the city. Then, they received news that Su Yi had already returned to the 
Su Estate. You can just think logically and know the feelings of each one of them. 

But though Song Wu Qiu, He San and the lot obstructed the Su Estates main gate, they 
did not really dare to break into the estate. 

Sigh. 

Su Family is really unfortunate! 

The moment this jinx came back, the Su Family was destined to never have any 
peaceful days again! 

Inside the Su Estate, hearing the loud noises of the commotion outside, many members 
of the Su Family were very unhappy. 

Some elders were even calming themselves by massaging their chests. They were that 
furious. 

Su Yi returned to his yard, notified Wan Er to do a few things, telling her that he was 
going to go out for 2 days.𝑅read latest ch𝒂pters at n/𝒐v(e)lbi𝒏(.)co/m 

Young Master, where are you going again? Mo Bu Fan and the rest are still blocking the 
main gate. 



Wan Er was very worried. Though she was not worried about Su Yi going out for two 
days. Only she knew that the Young Master had also sneaked out frequently in the past 
for a few days every time and no one was clear where he had gone off to. 

Wan Er was worried about the people at the front gate. 

There will be no problems at all. It is not like I am going to go out from the front gate, Su 
Yi did not care. He told Wan Er a few more things to do and then he left. 

The sky was already dark. Su Yi sneaked left and right, just like a ghost. At last, he 
familiarly jumped over the wall of the back courtyard and left the Su Estate quietly. 

The night was still. The moonlight was like a fog made from hazy silver yarn, shrouding 
the mountaintop. 

This was a mountain behind the City of Man. Very few people came to this place but 
there were many beasts living in the area. 

Mountain streams were hidden between the dense trunks and branches of the trees. 

Under the faint moonlight, Su Yi was like a monkey, climbing trees and rocks with ease. 

Tens of feet above the mountain stream where the waters were violent, hidden beneath 
the thick green vegetation, there was a small hole which if one did not look closely 
would be almost impossible to see and the hole was only big enough for one person to 
enter. 

Su Yi reached the hole, observed it closely for a while. The mark that he left three years 
ago was still there. It seemed that the place had never been found by others. 

Entering the hole, the difference was like heaven and earth. The small hole suddenly 
expanded into a vast cave, big enough to fit tens of people. On the ceiling were dozens 
of stalactites, giving off a dim glow in the dark. 

After moving a big boulder to seal the entrance of the cave, Su Yi became serious. He 
took a deep breath, crossed his legs and sat down on the spot. Many complex and 
bizarre hand seals started being made. 

As more and more hand seals were made, there was a sudden faint movement of light 
in between his eyebrows. The light started rippling and then it covered his entire body in 
an instant. 

Blinding light exploded through the cave. 

When Su Yis figure started becoming clearer again, he was already in a space with a 
ten-meter radius. 



The spiritual energy in the place was so thick to the extent where it started to exert a 
pressure on people, but the surroundings were blurry and gave off a faint glow like it 
was sealing off the space from the outside. 

Arriving in this space, Su Yi took a deep breath. 

The thick spiritual energy in this space made one feel refreshed. Cultivating here would 
have the effect of yielding twice the result with half the effort. 

And for this space, Su Yi no longer felt that it was strange. The reason for him always 
being called trash was exactly because of this space. 

Bringing his memories with him when he reincarnated from Earth to this other world, Su 
Yi had already accepted this reality and had also accepted the fact that there was a 
brick-like sphere of light in his mind. 

In his past life, he had an unexpected chance to find out that there was a sphere of light 
in his mind which could be clearly seen by him. 

Su Yi was concentrating and thinking carefully about all which had happened when 
suddenly there was a sound of a huge explosion, and a wave of light so bright that it 
was indescribable exploded in his mind. 

That sight was horrifying. It was like the universe exploding. 

Because of that, Su Yi was also left on his last legs and his soul seemed to have 
dropped into an endless black abyss. 

When Su Yi woke up, he found himself reborn in this other world and the sphere of light 
in his mind actually followed him over. 

Being able to have the chance to be alive again, Su Yi did not dare to take the risk to 
check what was the sphere of light in his mind. 

In this world where the martial way flourished, Su Yi being born in a top family in the 
City of Man, he had encountered martial arts since young and cultivated using the Su 
Familys technique. 

In this world, the level of cultivation was categorized into Qi Refining Period, Foundation 
Building Stage, followed by the Yuan Soul Realm, Yuan Xuan Realm, Yuan Spirit 
Realm, Yuan True Realm, Yuan Void Realm, Yuan Emperor Realm. 

Qi Refining Period and Foundation Building Stage could only be considered as the 
entrance of cultivation. 



Only when you have completed the Foundation Building Stage and stepped into the 
Yuan Soul Realm, only then could you be considered a real cultivator. 

Qi Refining Period is separated into four minor realms: Refining Spirit into Qi, Refining 
Qi into God, Refining God back into the Void, and finally, Refining the Void and forming 
your Path. 

Being a human for two lives, Su Yi could be considered being more talented than 
others. His ability to apprehend the true nature of things and obtain insights was not 
normal. He was also cultivating using the Su Familys strongest technique, the Purple 
Yuan Technique, and was the fastest to cultivate out Yuan Qi in the history of the Su 
Family, reaching the minor realm of Refining Spirit into Qi. This made the Old Master 
very happy. 

But things do not always go as you wish. After cultivating out Yuan Qi, Su Yi stopped at 
the minor realm of Refining Spirit into Qi, not improving one bit after that. 

He could cultivate out Yuan Qi, but Su Yi could not store it in his body, and he also did 
not know where on earth the Yuan Qi went. 

The Old Master had examined him personally and had also invited many others to 
check for him as well, but there was no conclusion. 

Many years passed, and Su Yi still did not improve one bit, hence his nickname. 

Due to the Su Familys reputation, the people within the city did not dare say anything 
about Su Yi. In addition to Su Yis infamous reputation from young and the huge backing 
of the Su Family, not many people dared to provoke him, but behind his back, he has 
always been called trash by others. 

Su Yi was also very helpless about this. Being a person who has lived two lives as a 
human and having the minuscule chance to be reborn, was he going to live a dull life in 
which he achieves nothing, the same type of life as before? 

Su Yi did not give up and continued to cultivate, unsure whether he had moved the 
heavens or the gods, the mysterious sphere of light in his mind who had no reaction so 
far finally did something. Su Yi was then sucked into this mysterious space and he 
discovered the secret of the sphere of light in his mind. 

Su Yi had also discovered why his body was never able to capture any Yuan Qi. 

It was because, for all these years, all the Yuan Qi he had cultivated out was all stolen 
by that mysterious sphere of light. 

It seemed that it had absorbed a certain amount of Yuan Qi and hence the mysterious 
sphere of light opened. 



The first time Su Yi entered the space, a wave of power rushed into Su Yis mind in an 
instant, changing into a large amount of information. 

This information was the Supreme Chaotic Yuan Technique, a cultivation technique, 
and was engraved on a deep corner of Su Yis mind. 

He could not cultivate using the Su Familys Purple Yuan Technique. Once he had 
cultivated out Yuan Qi, it would all be absorbed by the mysterious ball of light. 

At that moment when he had received the Supreme Chaotic Yuan Technique, Su Yi 
clenched his teeth and tried cultivating for one last time. 

After cultivating using the Supreme Chaotic Yuan Technique, he found out that the 
Yuan Qi he had cultivated out would not be absorbed by the sphere of light. 

Under careful research, Su Yi had also found out that this Supreme Chaotic Yuan 
Technique was many times better than Purple Yuan Technique. No, far better than 
Purple Yuan Technique. 

But this Supreme Chaotic Yuan Technique was also not for the average people to 
cultivate, it was way too extreme. 

You would first have to use Yuan Qi to expand the Meridians in your body, then reforge 
your internal organs and you still have to eat various kinds of spiritual herbs. Reforge 
the skin, muscles, and bones on the outside and reforge the internal organs within. 

Even though the Supreme Chaotic Yuan Technique was a bit on the extreme side, but 
Su Yi knew that this time he had found a treasure. 

Maybe this life would not be dull and wasted anymore There was not much distance 
between him and the days where he would marry beauties and stand at the peak of 
humanity. 

Just when Su Yi felt that the good days were finally arriving, he did not know how he 
had offended Liu Ruoxi, that little girl. 

Just thinking back, after reincarnating, he was actually hit by a little girl in the middle of 
a street. How could Su Yi ever tolerate that? 

Hence, Su Yi bought some Muscles Weakening Powder and put it in some snacks. With 
Su Yis glib tongue, tricking the 12-year-old Liu Ruoxi back then to eat the snacks was a 
piece of cake. 

Originally, Su Yi had only wanted to teach the little girl a small lesson. Who knew that 
the little girl looked down on him. 



Su Yi could not really do anything to the little girl and in the heat of the moment, he did 
not know how his brain had turned, he actually kissed the little girl mouth to mouth and 
with a slip of his foot, he had even pushed the girl onto the ground. 

And coincidentally, the people from the Liu Family saw this scene. 

Soon after, the City Master was infuriated. There was a huge commotion in the city. 

If not for the Old Master coming onto the stage and with his old face and the 
contributions he made in protecting the entire city, Su Yi would not be let off as easily as 
just being exiled to the Forest of Demons for three years. 

Being sent to the Forest of Demons, Su Yi did not think much of it. Instead, he was 
laughing inside and accepted it straight away. 

Cultivating using the Supreme Chaotic Yuan Technique was very complicated, and it 
was not convenient using it to cultivate in the Su Estate. 

Before you can use Supreme Chaotic Yuan Technique to cultivate, during the process 
of reforging the body, you would have to be inside the heart of a volcano and use the 
flames there to reforge the body for 49 days. Neither the Su Estate nor the city had a 
volcano. 

Afterward, in the Forest of Demons, although Su Yi discovered a volcano, but spending 
49 days in flames in the heart of the volcano, even if he had a technique to protect his 
body, just a little slip-up and he would have been burned to ashes. 

Reincarnating in this world with the memories of his previous life, Su Yi was very clear 
that this Supreme Chaotic Yuan Technique was not that simple. He was scared that the 
walls may have eyes and ears, so before he had absolute strength, he felt that it was 
better to be more careful. 

So, leaving the Su Estate and going to the Forest of Demons was a perfect chance for 
him to cultivate using the Supreme Chaotic Yuan Technique. 

In the Forest of Demons, wild beasts roamed and various kinds of the most ferocious 
criminals hid in there. Danger lurked in every corner. 

Reaching the inside of the Forest of Demons, Su Yi found out about another large 
secret. The mysterious sphere of light in his mind had the ability to slowly expand the 
space within it, allowing the spiritual energy within it to be even more abundant, causing 
the effect of cultivating in it to yield even more results with even lesser efforts. 

After three years of time, with Su Yis calculations, even if he was forced to cultivate 
using the Purple Yuan Technique, with his own talent and comprehension, one year 
would be enough for him to enter the Foundation Building Stage successfully. 



 

Chapter 8: My luck is way too good 

He may have cultivated using the Supreme Chaotic Yuan Technique for three whole 
years but he has not entered the Foundation Building Stage. Most of the three years 
were used in reforging the body. 

But for these three years, Su Yi knew from experience that this cultivation technique 
was definitely not normal. Even though the difficulty in using it to cultivate was slightly 
more extreme than other techniques, but the fighting capability that he could gain from it 
was definitely enough to wipe the floor clean with someone of the same cultivation level 
as him. 

And for the next two days, everything had been prepared and the time was ripe. Su Yi 
finally decided to try entering the Foundation Building Stage. 

The Su Estate was not a suitable place to try and build the Foundation Building. Hence, 
Su Yi decided to come to this hidden and isolated cave instead. 

In the past, when he was in the Su Estate, every time Su Yi entered this mysterious 
space, he would also come to this cave secretly. 

In the mysterious space, Su Yi was still sitting down. He felt that the conditions have 
been met and prepared to enter the Foundation Building Stage. 

But Su Yi did not dare to let his guard down. If he fails to enter the stage, best case 
scenario- he would lose all his progress in cultivation and be unable to cultivate 
anymore. Worst case scenario- he would experience Qi Deviation and may even die 
straight away. 

Swish! Swoosh! 

The Yuan Qi inside the body was moving along the Meridians, giving out the quivering 
sound of running water. 

If there was someone else present there, he would be astonished. How condensed and 
violent does the Yuan Qi have to be in order to give out such sounds of convulsions? 

Not counting that the Yuan Qi in Su Yis body was indeed a lot more condensed than 
other people of the same cultivation level, more importantly, under the refining and 
expansion of the Meridians inside of him for these years, the Meridians in his body were 
far thicker than the people of the same cultivation level. Hence, when the Yuan Qi 
moves in his body, it moves even faster than normal and surges through the Meridians 
causing such sounds. 



Guide the Qi through the body. From the core of the body to the surface and expand the 
Qi further and further. Repeat this for 72 times and stop. For a day, gather all the Qi 
back. From the surface to the core and compress the Qi. Do this for another 72 times. 

Refining God back into the Void, Refining the Void and forming your Path and then you 
shall enter the Foundation Building Stage. 

The Foundation Building Stage, from the physical body to the spiritual soul, from what 
can be seen to what that is unseen. In the process of changing the physical body to a 
spiritual one capable of true cultivation, there are specific steps to follow. 

For cultivators, Foundation Building Stage is the start and the foundation of everything. 

A skyscraper reaching the skies must always be built starting from the flat ground. 
Though the Foundation Building Stage is very minor, it is the critical stage of transition. 
It decides how much you will succeed in the future. One cannot lower their guard even 
for a fraction of a second. 

In the big families, the younger generation disciples entering the Foundation Building 
Stage was also a matter of extreme importance. 

As time passed, unclear about when it started, Su Yi started radiating blinding light. 
Waves of Qi rippled through the body and like a fire burning with rage. He gave off an 
air of majesty, supreme authority. 

The light on Su Yis body became even more blinding as the moments passed. The 
sound of vibrations in the body was also slowly replaced by the sounds of explosions, 
like the sounds of wind and thunder. 

It was as if there was something in the body suppressing the violent outburst. It gave off 
howls after howls. 

With Su Yi as the center, the waves of Qi raged. He became even more blinding. It was 
like a rain of light was pouring out, causing that small space to become lit up. 

The commotion was huge. Luckily, that small space was separated from the outside 
world, and nothing was let out. 

Su Yis hand seals changed periodically. The aura of his body became more and more 
violent. It was like the roars of wind and thunder was coming out from his body, so loud 
that it would horrify others. Even the space itself seemed to tremble under its might! 

If there was someone else present there, they would definitely quiver violently with fear. 
How would stepping into the Foundation Building Stage cause such a horrifying 
movement? 



Riiip! 

Under the intimidating aura, the clothes which Su Yi had just changed into ripped apart, 
showing his scar-riddled body. 

An envelope of light encased him, flowing within was an unknown power! 

Boom! 

Suddenly, the entire space shook like it had received a signal. A light descended upon 
Su Yi and encased him even more. 

The light moved continuously like the constellations in the sky changing as seasons 
passed. It brought with it a godly radiating light, emanating waves of movement. It was 
as if an unknown power had transcended time and space, descending from the times of 
the Ancients. 

Under the envelope of light, inside Su Yis body, there was a black fog coming out of 
him, nearly invisible to the naked eye. It seems to be some sort of impurity. 

As the black fog rushed out, his body became even more radiant. The scars on his body 
were fading away due to the mysterious power. His entire body had light scattering all 
over him. It was like a purification ritual. 

The space became even more glaring and gradually gave out roars of thunder. An 
unknown power constantly surged towards Su Yi. 

Su Yi was still sitting down, not moving a muscle. His entire body was shining. His pores 
started relaxing and opening, absorbing the unknown power into the body, converting it 
into strength and giving off a godly light. 

The Su Yi now was completely in a special trance. It was like he was isolated from the 
outside world. 

Everything which was happening was very mysterious. If someone saw this occurrence 
now, they would definitely be stunned. Who in the world would make such a huge 
commotion when they were just entering the Foundation Building Stage? 

One day and night had already passed. The news of Su Yi returning home had already 
spread through the entire city and instantly became a hot topic. 

Mo Bu Fan, He San, Song Wu Qiu, the three of them along with the numerous other 
young masters of the city were surrounding the main gate of the Su Estate, but when 
they could not see Su Yi, then all they could do in the end was leave. 



But Mo Bu Fan and the others had said, unless Su Yi never walks out the door, they will 
show him hell. 

Inside the Su Estate, there was also no one who wanted to interact with Su Yi. 

So, Su Yi leaving the estate quietly was also known by none. Everyone thought that Su 
Yi was hiding on purpose. 

After a whole 2 days and nights, the black impurities finally stopped coming out of Su 
Yis body. 

The mysterious power did not stop entering Su Yis body. It was like cleaning his 
physical body from the inside out. 

Dong! 

At a certain moment, Su Yis body gave out such sounds one after another. It was like a 
resonance between the internal organs and the outer body. The sounds were like a 
heavenly orchestra. 

Su Yis body at this moment gave off glaring light. 

The entire process lasted for around half a quarter of an hour. Finally, everything was 
peaceful. Su Yis tightly closed eyes started opening with the slight trembling of his 
eyelashes. 

Shiing! 

A blinding light surged out of his eyes like a streak of lightning. Then, it stopped and his 
eyes looked sharp and deep. 

Thats all? This doesnt seem all that difficult. 

Feeling everything in his body, Su Yis forehead wrinkled. People all said that the 
Foundation Building Stage was extremely dangerous and risky. Its difficulty was 
incomparable. But he did not feel that it was anything much. He even prepared so much 
in vain for such a long time. 

Su Yi felt that it was like he built a fake Foundation Building. But after a thorough check, 
he found out that he had indeed succeeded in entering the Foundation Building Stage. 

No. Somethings not right. This is not only the Foundation Building Stage. 

Suddenly, Su Yi found out something unimaginable. His face full of shock. In his own 
Dantian, there was actually a whirlpool in his Qi Ocean and it was full of Yuan Qi 
moving. 



Have I jumped straight into the Yuan Soul Realm?! 

Su Yi was stunned. Qi Refining Period was the beginning of cultivation. Foundation 
Building Stage was where one had laid the foundations well for the cultivation ahead. 

But whether it was the Refining Qi Period or the Foundation Building Stage, all of that 
was just the entrance. Only when one has reached the Yuan Soul Realm, then he could 
be considered as a true cultivator. 

A Qi Ocean inside the Dantian was the sign of the Yuan Soul Realm. 

And at this very moment, there was actually a Qi Ocean in his Dantian. After careful and 
thorough examination by Su Yi, he was very shocked to find out that he had jumped 
straight into the Yuan Soul Realm when all he wanted to do was just enter the 
Foundation Building Stage. 

My luck has exploded.Fiind upd𝒂ted 𝒏ovels on n𝒐/v/elbin(.)co/m 

After the shock, Su Yis face was beaming with happiness. 

This was a good thing. His luck must have exploded. Such a good thing can actually 
happen to him. Then, it looks to him that he has moved a step nearer to the days of 
marrying beauties and standing at the peak of humanity. 

But, although the Foundation Building Stage was completed easily and even went 
straight into the Yuan Soul Realm, Su Yi was also confused. 

Only Su Yi knew what he had experienced when he was entering the Foundation 
Building Stage. He was just laying down the foundations, but he did not know what 
happened to this space. A sudden unknown power just descended upon him and 
rushed into his body like it was purifying and refining his body. 

That unknown power was very tyrannical though. If not for the 3 years of training the 
body causing his Meridians and the physical body to be much stronger than the average 
cultivator of the same level, he was afraid that there was no way he could have survived 
that tyrannical purification process and his body would have been ripped to shreds in a 
moment. 

Su Yi guessed that it was the unknown power which allowed him to enter the Yuan Soul 
Realm as he was laying down the Foundations. 

Seems like it has been strengthened quite a bit! 

Checking his body, Su Yi surprisingly found out that his body now was incomparably 
stronger than before and he did not know whether it was because of him completing the 
Foundation Building Stage or was it because of the mysterious power. 



Eh? 

Afterward, Su Yi had also discovered that all the scars on his body had actually 
disappeared as if the body had shed its old skin. It had become so radiant, like a piece 
of jade. 

Su Yi did not know how this happened, but he could guess that it was probably due to 
this space. At least, on the surface, it seemed to be a good thing. 

Well, no matter what, he had succeeded in completing the Foundation Building Stage 
and has even entered the Yuan Soul Realm. 

Su Yi stood up and realized that the once abundant spiritual energy in this space had 
already faded away quite a bit. 

But the space did not shrink in size though. It remained around three feet in radius. 

Su Yi did not feel that this was a weird occurrence. He knew that with him completing 
his Foundation Building Stage and entering the Yuan Soul Realm, he had taken in a lot 
of spiritual energy in this space. He believed that after a while, the energy in the place 
should recover. 

Afterward, the Su Yi who had decided to leave was embarrassed. Currently, there was 
not a strand of cloth on his body. His clothes have already been torn to shreds due to 
the outburst of energy. 

Helplessly, Su Yi could only piece the cloths together and make a simple pant, similar to 
clothes which a barbarian would wear. Then he kept the mysterious space. 

Outside the cave, the sky was already bright. 

The mountain stream was calm. The pale blue water flowing from the top gradually 
turned crystal clear and became one with the horizon Then turning into a fluffy soft fog. 

The mountaintop was green with vegetation. Above a brown cliff, Su Yi did a stretch. 

The Heavens surely do not disappoint those who persevere. Finally, I have become a 
true cultivator. Torturing myself in the Forest of Demons for three years was not for 
nothing. 

There was a wide smile on his face. Su Yi jumped off the cliff. He felt that his body was 
as light as a swallow. There seemed to be endless strength in his body. 

This feeling was incomparable with that during the Qi Refining Period. 

The Su Estate. Though it was early in the morning, it was unusually lively. 



Today was not like any other day as the strong cultivators came from the Sacred 
Mountain. A few would be chosen from the younger generation disciples of the Su 
Family to go and participate in the Sacred Mountains disciple selection. 

 

Chapter 9: The Calm before the Storm 

Well hey guys out there I havent introduced myself so I think Ill just do so now. Im 
Zenthanith, the translator for The God of Sky and Earth, hope you guys enjoy this novel 
and if you do, leave some comments down below and show ur support by donating! For 
every $20 donated, I will be doing a sponsored chapter! Well without further ado, here is 
chapter 9 of the novel. Have fun! ? 

**** 

The Su Family was huge. Their business was also huge. There were quite a number of 
younger generations. After receiving the announcement, everyone who has qualified for 
the selection test was training as hard as they could all for the sake of having a chance 
to participate in the Sacred Mountains selection. 

If they could get into Sacred Mountain, there was be no doubt that they would be able to 
become strong. Do you know how much glory and honor would that bring to the family? 

With the attire of a barbarian, Su Yi planned to jump over the wall and get inside the Su 
Estate. 

Young Master. 

As Su Yi was sneaking about, scared of being caught by others, there was a familiar 
voice. 

Following the sound, Su Yi saw Wan Er was curled up in a corner of the wall. Her rosy 
face was now pale white. Under her bright eyes, there were signs of fighting spirit. 

When Wan Er saw Su Yi, her face immediately lit up and hurried to his side. 

What are you doing here? 

Looking at Wan Er who was completely exhausted, her face haggard, bruises on her 
hands and neck, Su Yis face fell in an instant. He had got a rough idea of what had 
happened. The girl must have been in the corner for more than a day. 

Young Master, I am fine, I- 



Wan Er shook her head and squeezed out a smile. Looking at Su Yis attire instead, she 
was really surprised. 

Speak, what had happened here! 

Su Yi said with a low voice, cold light glimmering in his eyes. 

Looking at Su Yis eyes, Wan Er was also shaken. It was the first time she had ever 
seen the Young Master like this, like an enraged tiger, a raging lion, and all she could 
do was to tell him the cause of her plight. 

Not long after Su Yi had left, Wan Er was kicked out of the estate by force and could 
only hide in a corner of the back wall waiting for Su Yi to come back. 

Who did this? 

Hearing what Wan Er said, the cold light in Su Yis eyes were already trembling. A 
delicate young girl was actually forced to curl up in a corner of the wall for two days and 
night, starving, cold and scared. Just thinking up to this point, there was a wrenching 
pain in his heart. 

Young Master, on the second morning after you left, the personal maid of Madam Su 
Jiao, Xiao Lan, brought people to find me, saying that I was not registered in the family 
index and could not be considered as a servant. I am not as strong as them, so 

Wan Er did not cry. Her face still had a smile and said to Su Yi, I was waiting here for 
Young Master, to say a final goodbye that Wan Er cannot be at your side serving you 
anymore. 

Come, Ill bring you back in. 

Su Yi said softly while he caressed Wan Ers pale face, combing a few strands of her 
messy hair behind her ears. 

Young Master you cannot be like this. Dont do this for me. Just by you being able to 
return, Wan Er is already very happy. I was originally an orphan. If not for Young Master 
bringing me back home when I was young, Im not sure whether I would still be alive 
now. 

Wan Er shook her head. She knew the predicament Young Master was in. Many people 
in the Su Family was against the Young Master. She did not wish to bring trouble to the 
Young Master because of her. 

You are not an orphan. You are my sister. From now on you shall be called Su Wan Er. 
I will bring you home right now. I have promised you before, no one would ever dare to 
bully you ever again. The place where I am, that shall be your home. 



Su Yi pulled Wan Ers small hand, gently holding it in his palm and walked towards the 
Su Estates main gate. 

Young Master. 

Being pulled by Su Yi, Wan Ers heart shook. The corners of her mouth slightly curved. 
Her soft lips slowly parted like she wanted to say something. 

Call me Big Brother. Dont call me Young Master ever again. 

Su Yi gazed at Wan Er. His eyes turned sharp like it was an order, but in the sharp 
gaze, there was more of a pain in the heart. 

Big-Big Brother. 

Looking at those eyes which did not allow rejection, something touched Wan Ers heart 
and she finally called out with her shaking voice. 

Su Yi gently smiled. He held the hand in his palm more firmly and said softly, Come, let 
us go home. 

Big Brother, how could you return like this. Let us climb over the wall instead. 

Wan Er raised her eyes slightly. Looking at Su Yis current appearance, her bright eyes 
had a bit of astonishment in them. 

She had just seen Su Yis scar-riddled body two days ago, but now it was smooth and 
radiant as a piece of fine jade, giving people a temptation to feel that body. 

There is no problem. I want to bring my sister back home with dignity! 

Su Yi smiled, holding Wan Ers hand as they walked towards the main gate. 

Wan Er was following behind, gazing at the back in front of her, walking in silence. Not 
knowing why, tears started gathering in her eyes. Everything seemed real yet not. Her 
eyes were wet with tears and her small hand gripped Su Yis hand even tighter. 

That back was like a tall mountain that she could depend on. 

A small smile appeared on Wan Ers face. A deep emotion arose in her heart. 

Su Yi reached the main gate. The guards stared at the Su Yis weird attire and only 
being able to recognize who he was after a while. 

The guards also saw Wan Er. After hesitating for a bit, the guard on the left told Su Yi. 



Young Master Su Yi, Madam Su Jiao had stated that the girl is not part of the Su Family 
and is not allowed to enter the Su Estate. 

Slap!VịSit no(v)3lb/!n(.)c𝒐m for new 𝒏ov𝒆l𝒔 

Before the guard finished his sentence, a crisp sound of a slap came from his face. 

Puh! 

A mouthful of fresh blood accompanied by teeth was spat out of the guards mouth. The 
body of the guard was also thrown to the side by the slap. half his face was already 
swollen and the person fainted right away, unclear whether he was dead or alive. 

Lets go back home. 

Su Yi did not bother with those guards anymore. He pulled Wan Ers hand who has not 
let go and walked into the estate. 

The other guard left behind was still shaking. His mouth agape and his eyes wide open. 

The Su Estate was exceptionally lively today, but there were not many people in the 
outer courtyard. Even the number of servants were few, but Su Yis attire still attracted 
gazes of surprise. 

Big Brother, today is the day when the younger generations are competing. I think its for 
the right to go to the Sacred Mountains selection, Wan Er said. She had heard about 
this long time ago. 

Such a big occasion, so everyone must be there. Well, it suits me just fine. Lets go take 
a look now, Su Yi said. The cold light in his eyes flashed for a moment and vanished. 

Big and important events in the Su Family would normally be held at the Martial 
Demonstration Ground. Only that place could fit so many people at once. 

Today, the Su Family would choose some of the younger ones to go and participate in 
the Sacred Mountains selection. This, to the Su Family, was definitely a matter of 
utmost importance. All of the younger generations had already arrived at the 
Demonstration Ground since early morning. 

The entire Su Family except those who were away and unable to make it back were 
also gathered at the Martial Demonstration Ground. 

This event was about the Su Familys future and it was also a test for the younger 
generations of the family. The Acting Head of the House, the High Elders, the older 
generations, servants and so on and so forth were all present as well. 



Surrounding the Martial Demonstration Ground, there were more than a thousand 
spectators. At the top, there were more than 20 seats reserved for the High Elders and 
the rest. 

A middle-aged man was sitting in the middle of the upper echelon. He was around 40 
years old. He had an average figure and broad shoulders with bright eyes while having 
an air of authority around him. 

Good job! Keep it up! 

Su Bai that little kid is not bad. Completing the Foundation Building Stage at the age of 
16 and his understanding of the Purple Yuan Technique is also not bad. 

Su Ning does not pale in comparison. He has not let his opponent gain the upper hand. 

The crowd was going wild. On top of the Martial Demonstration Ground, there were two 
youths sparring with one another, following each other closely, causing the Yuan Qi 
around them to move. Their bodies fit and swift. 

The two youths were young, but they already had quite the presence around them, 
causing some High Elders to nod their heads and praise them in their hearts. 

 

 

 

 


